[MTT assay using fresh surgical specimens with reference to the transfer system and reproducibility in "test center" method].
A chemosensitivity test (MTT assay) was conducted using 59 fresh surgical specimens collected from Keio University, Kitasato Institute Hospital and 14 affiliated hospitals, in order to assess the specimen transfer system and the reproducibility of the assay results obtained at Keio University and Kitasato Institute Hospital. Although the optical density yielded by the tumor cells in a number of 5 x 10(4)/well and the number of evaluable cases were significantly reduced through the transfer, the chemosensitivity pattern of the specimen was identical before and after the transfer. Fifty seven of 59 cases were evaluable and the concordant rate of the assay results between the two institutes was 80.6% (108/134) among each case-drug combination. Since the transfer system of the specimen was established and the reproducibility of the assay results in two institutes was confirmed, the "test center" method of the MTT assay appears to be possible by collecting the surgical specimens from the affiliated hospitals.